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1. Introduction

In modern research [1–3] in the field of computational lin-
guistics using artificial intelligence, a special place is occupied 
by the development of methods and tools for automated text 
processing. The first systems consisted mainly of large bilin-
gual dictionaries, where the words of the source language gave 
one or more words of another language, taking into account 
syntax rules. These systems were subsequently “considered 
complex and stressed the need for developing systematic meth-
ods, which led to the creation of syntactic ordering rules”.

Research in computational linguistics has reached the 
level of high intelligent technology. Most studies are aimed 
at solving the problems of machine translation, indexing, ab-
stracting, classification and categorization of documents in 
full-text search. Computational linguistics combines knowl-
edge of computer science and linguistics. The complexity of 
natural language modeling covers morphological, syntactic, 
phonological levels of language. The main problem in this 
area is the creation of artificial intelligence systems for nat-
ural language processing. Computational linguistics studies 
the creation and use of electronic text corpora, creation of 
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Питання семантичного аналiзу тексту займає осо-
бливе мiсце в комп'ютернiй лiнгвiстицi. Дослiдники даної 
областi мають пiдвищений iнтерес до розробки алго-
ритму, використання якого дозволить пiдвищити якiсть 
обробки корпусу тексту та ймовiрнiсне визначення змiсту 
тексту. Результати дослiдження застосувань методик, 
пiдходiв, алгоритмiв для семантичного аналiзу тексту у 
комп'ютернiй лiнгвiстицi в мiжнароднiй i казахстанськiй 
науцi призвели до розробки алгоритму пошуку ключових 
слiв в текстi казахською мовою. Першим етапом алго-
ритму було складання еталонного словника ключових слiв 
для корпусу тексту українською мовою. Вирiшенням цiєї 
проблеми стало застосування алгоритму Портера (стем-
мера) для корпусу текстiв казахською мовою. Реалiзацiя 
стеммера дозволила видiлити унiкальнi основи слiв i отри-
мати еталонний словник, який згодом проiндексували. 
Наступний крок – це збiр навчальних даних iз корпусу 
текстiв. Для обчислення ступеня семантичної близькостi 
мiж словами кожному слову присвоюється вектор вiдпо-
вiдних йому словоформ еталонного словника, в результа-
тi якого виходить пара – ключове слово i вектор. I остан-
нiм кроком алгоритму є навчання нейронних мереж. При 
навчаннi застосовується метод зворотного поширення 
помилок, що дозволяє провести семантичний аналiз кор-
пусу тексту i отримати ймовiрнiсну кiлькiсть слiв, близь-
ку до очiкуваної кiлькостi ключових. Цей процес дозволяє 
автоматизувати обробку текстового матерiалу шляхом 
створення цифрових навчальних моделей ключових слiв. 
Алгоритм використовується для розробки нейрокомп'ю-
терної системи, що буде проводити автоматичну перевiр-
ку текстових робiт учнiв онлайн курсiв. Унiкальнiстю 
алгоритму пошуку ключових слiв є застосування навчан-
ня нейронної мережi для текстiв казахською мовою. У 
Казахстанi вченими в областi комп'ютерної лiнгвiсти-
ки було проведено ряд дослiджень на основi застосування 
морфологiчного аналiзу, лемматизацiї та iнших пiдходiв i 
реалiзованi лiнгвiстичнi iнструменти (в основному слов-
ники-перекладачi). Область застосування навчання ней-
ронних мереж для синтаксичного аналiзу казахської мови 
залишається вiдкритим питанням в казахстанськiй науцi.

Розроблений алгоритм передбачає вирiшення однiєї з 
проблем в отриманнi ефективного семантичного аналiзу 
тексту казахською мовою
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electronic dictionaries, thesauruses, ontologies, machine 
translators, information extraction from texts, automatic 
abstracting and building knowledge management systems.

Computational tasks and problems in computational lin-
guistics are discussed by scientists at conferences organized 
by the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL – 
aclweb.org). In addition, the actual platform for discussing 
new research and results is the Dialogue International Con-
ference on Computational Linguistics (dialog-21.ru) and the 
International Conference on Computational Linguistics and 
Intelligent Text Processing (cicling.org).

One of the goals of scholars studying text mining, text 
processing automation, semantic relations of words and sen-
tences in texts, is to create an intelligent tool for evaluating 
essays, written works and other written creative works of 
learners. One of the solutions to such problems is an effective 
cognitive tool for automated text processing – Automated 
Essay Scoring [4]. There are four types of AES systems that 
are widely used by testing companies, universities and pub-
lic schools: Project Essay Grader (PEG), Intelligent Essay 
Assessor (IEA) (Measurement Incorporated (MI), USA), 
E-rater (ETS, USA) and IntelliMetric (Vantage Learning, 
USA) [5].

From the analysis of the studies, we see that widely stud-
ied natural languages in computational linguistics are En-
glish, Russian, German, Chinese, French, Spanish, Turkish. 
But one of the little-studied is the Kazakh language. Lack of 
knowledge of computational linguistics problems of Kazakh 
language text processing is one of the reasons for beginning 
research on the development of a keyword search algorithm. 
The Kazakh language belongs to agglutinative languages, 
for which many keyword search and dictionary compiling 
algorithms are already available, especially for the Kipchak 
and Turkish languages. But deep neural network learning 
when processing Kazakh language text corpora has not been 
applied. Thus, the use of deep neural network learning for 
keyword search, full-text search for Kazakh language text 
corpora emphasizes the relevance of the topic in the field of 
computational linguistics.

2. Literature review and keyword search problem 
statement

In the field of computational linguistics, a lot of research 
has been carried out, which resulted in translation dictio-
naries, thesauruses, Internet search engines. The basis of 
these results is the development and application of methods 
and algorithms of semantic text analysis, extraction and use 
of knowledge for intelligent computer analysis. Research in 
the field of automated text processing begins with a study of 
the structure of natural language, which includes some types 
of text analysis: pre-semantic, graphematic, syntactic, frag-
mentation, morphological lemmatization. The application of 
the above-mentioned analyses for the Russian language can 
be seen on the website at.com.

In [6], an evolutionary neurodynamic basis for developing 
a learning process based on visual recording and extraction 
of neural weights through neurodynamic experiments while 
passing the reference content was presented. Also, in [7], the 
model for extracting uncontrolled relations is considered, 
which is called relation distribution presentation. Relation 
distribution presentation is aimed at the automated study of 
entity vectors and further assessment of semantic similarity 

between the entities. The study [8] proposes a new technique 
for recognizing individual question words from the speech 
query of a South Indian language. In this study, Fourier 
transform (FFT) and discrete cosine transform (DCT) are 
used for feature extraction, and artificial neural network 
(ANN) is used for classification and recognition.

The creation of a thesaurus-based intelligent search 
engine was considered in [9] and an approach to creating 
semantic metrics and establishing a semantic relation be-
tween certain terms was proposed. The paper [10] presents 
a connection classification approach using context-semantic 
functions and LFNN-based incremental learning algorithm 
for text classification. The proposed method allows the 
classifier to dynamically study the model in a dynamic data-
base. This learning process uses the Back Propagation Lion 
(BPLion) neural network, including a fuzzy constraint and 
Lion algorithm (LA) for possible weight selection. A study 
on natural language processing by automated correction 
was proposed for Chinese texts in [11]. An algorithm for the 
automated verification of text proofreading was presented.

The ontology method is often used to implement data 
classification and data relationship in semantic analysis in 
automated text processing [12]. In [13], a multi-agent ap-
proach with the interaction of two agents was considered: 
the first corresponds to significant units of extracted infor-
mation and the second rule agent implementing replenish-
ment of the given ontology based on the semantic-syntactic 
language model. The study [14] used semantic networks in 
the extraction and visualization of knowledge, verb graphs 
with relational graphs to implement first-order logic.

In the early 2000s, scientists began to more explore and 
apply latent semantic analysis in small-scale corpora for au-
tomated assessment of academic essays [15]. Also, latent se-
mantic analysis was applied [16] to implement the method of 
automated text summarization used to assess the relevance 
of a sentence.

Many tasks of semantic text analysis, such as text search, 
text summarization and text comparison, depend on extract-
ing weight keywords from the text corpus. In [17], a graph 
text model is proposed that allows estimating frequency 
characteristics of text words taking into account the loca-
tion of word pairs. Given this data model, the paper proposes 
an algorithm for determining text keywords. The algorithm 
takes into account Russian language words that satisfy two 
conditions: the word consists of at least 4 letters; the word 
is recognized by the morphological analyzer as a noun. The 
main goal of keyword extraction in computational linguis-
tics is to determine the semantic relation of words in differ-
ent text corpora. For example, researchers [18] proposed an 
algorithm for keyword extraction from patent documenta-
tion (PKEA-Patent Keyword Extraction Algorithm), based 
on a distributed skip-gram model for patent classification. To 
achieve the goal, standard reference data sets and a self-made 
patent data set were used to evaluate PKEA performance.

For searching and determining semantically related words, 
some researchers [19] used the cuckoo search optimization al-
gorithm in combination with the response generator algorithm 
to increase the semantic accuracy of the sentences found.

At the moment, there are many studies on keyword 
search, different methods, approaches, as well as a learning 
algorithm for training to classify positive or negative exam-
ples of key phrases, have been developed. To this end, the 
GenEx algorithm has been specially developed, which is 
reflected in [20] and includes specialized knowledge of the 
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procedural domain, having the greatest success in keyword 
extraction than a conventional algorithm. As a result of 
the literature review, it can be concluded that each of the 
studies reflects work in the field of automated text process-
ing, organization of semantic text analysis, using different 
algorithms and models of keyword extraction. However, the 
issue of compiling a dictionary of key phrases and a base of 
keywords-word forms of the required natural language re-
mains unaddressed in these works. And the main point for a 
semantic analysis of the text in the Kazakh language was the 
compilation of a dictionary of key phrases. Key phrases are 
structural units of the text, which to some extent are import-
ant components in text transmission. And most often, sets of 
keywords and phrases usually contain the most important 
information for understanding the meaning of the text and 
form a general idea.

As a result of the study, it can be said that at the moment 
there are unresolved issues related to the development of 
intelligent tools for semantic analysis of texts in the Kazakh 
language. The reason is objective difficulties associated with 
the lack of algorithms for keyword search in the Kazakh lan-
guage text corpus. An option to overcome these difficulties 
may be to develop an algorithm using deep neural network 
learning for the Kazakh language. Deep neural network 
learning and methods for its implementation were proposed 
in [21], where they use this approach to understand video 
semantics. In [22, 23], deep neural network learning is used 
for end-to-end text detection to restore and improve images. 
However, the use of deep neural network learning to search 
for keywords for semantic text analysis was not reflected in 
the studied works.

Deep neural network learning is widely used for graphic 
image processing [24]. Deep learning of artificial neural 
networks, which was first used in 2006 has taken an import-
ant place in computational linguistics [25]. To date, neural 
network learning methods have been developed allowing 
to quickly and efficiently train networks consisting of one 
hundred or more layers [26].

All this suggests that it is advisable to conduct a study 
on the development of an algorithm for keyword search in 
the Kazakh text corpus using deep neural network learning. 
The development of the algorithm was required for further 
development of a neurocomputer system with checking Ka-
zakh text works of learners.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of the study is to develop an algorithm for key-
word search in the Kazakh text.

To achieve the aim, the following objectives were set:
– to bring the text corpus into machine-readable form, 

which includes the definition of words/word forms of the 
Kazakh language with the help of Porter stemmer;

– to collect data and conduct neural network learning.

4. Bringing text corpora into machine-readable form

A dump of Wikipedia database in the Kazakh language as 
of April 2019 was used as a text corpus. For further work, it 
was necessary to compile a dictionary of unique word forms.

The original dump file was previously cleared of XML 
function words and repetitions. As a result, a dictionary of 

1062058 words was obtained. To reduce it, a stemmer based 
on the Porter algorithm was developed and applied.

The stemming algorithm (Porter stemmer) is often used 
in approaches to complex word identification [27], file ma-
nipulation, search and scripts for specific applications [28], 
it does not use bases of word stems, but only, sequentially 
applying a series of rules, strips endings and suffixes based 
on language features, and therefore works quickly.

The idea of the Porter stemmer is that there is a limited 
number of inflectional and derivational suffixes. The Porter 
stemmer uses a set of existing suffixes (with complex com-
pound suffixes broken into simple ones) and manually de-
fined rules. The implementation of the stemmer for Turkish, 
Romanian, Armenian, Catalan, Greek, Lithuanian languag-
es is available in [29]. It can be seen that the stemmer has not 
been implemented for the Kazakh language.

The algorithm consists of five steps. At each step, the 
inflectional or derivational suffix is stripped and the rest 
is checked for compliance with the rules (for example, for 
Russian words, the stem must contain at least one vowel). 
If the resulting word satisfies the rules, the next step is 
taken. Otherwise, the algorithm selects another suffix to be 
stripped. According to the official project website, the maxi-
mum inflectional suffix is stripped in the first step, the letter 
“i” in the second, the derivational suffix in the third, suffixes 
of superlative forms, “ь” and one of the two “н” in the fourth. 
The fact that the Porter stemmer does not use any dictionar-
ies and stem bases is advantageous for speed and application 
range (it copes well with nonexistent words) and at the same 
time disadvantageous in terms of stemming accuracy. The 
algorithm often cuts off the word more than necessary, com-
plicating the synthesis of the normal form according to the 
resulting stem: аманшылық–>ама (the really unchanging 
part is аман). When implementing the Porter algorithm for 
the Kazakh language, we give all suffixes and endings of the 
Kazakh language in the program code:

_re_all=re.compile(
r»(шалық|шелiк|даған|деген|таған|теген|лаған|леген|»
r»да й ы н|дейiн |та й ы н|тейiн |кен т |х а на»r»ңдар | 

ңдер|дiкi|тiкi|нiкi|атын|етiн|йтын|йтiн|»
r»гелi|қалы|келi|ғалы|шама|шеме|»
r»мын|мiн|бын|бiн|пын|пiн|мыз|мiз|быз|бiз|пыз|пiз|-

сың|сiң|»
r»сыз|сiз|ңыз|ңiз|дан|ден|тан|тен|нан|нен|нда|нде|-

дың|дiң|тың|»
r»тiң|ның|нiң|дар|дер|тар|тер|лар|лер|бен|пен|мен|стан|»
r»дай|дей|тай|тей|дық|дiк|тық|тiк|лық|лiк|паз|»
r»ғыш|гiш|қыш|кiш|шек|шақ |шыл|шiл|ншi|ншы|дап|-

деп|»
r»тап|теп|лап|леп|даc|деc|таc|теc|лаc|леc|ғар|гер|қар|-

кер|дыр|»
r»дiр|тыр|тiр|ғыз|гiз|қыз|кiз|ған|ген|қан|кен|»
r»ушы|ушi|лай|лей|сын|сiн|бақ |бек|пақ |пек|мақ |мек| 

йын|йiн|йық|йiк|»
r»сы|сi|да|де|та|те|ға|ге|қа|ке|на|не|»
r»дi|ты|тi|ны|нi|ды|ба|бе|па|пе|ма|ме|»
r»лы|лi|ғы|гi|қы|кi|ау|еу|ла|ле|ар|ер|»
r»ып|iп|ша|ше|шi|шы|са|се|»
r»и|й|ы|i)$»)

By stemming 1062058 dump words, the word is assigned 
to the variable: word=”орналасқан” and the stemmer is 
started. Consequently, there is a process of stripping affixes 
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of words in the database by the stemmer, some examples of 
the process are given in Table 1.

“”””
unittest.main()
“””
stemmer=Stemmer()
word=”орналасқан”
word=stemmer.stem(word)
print(word)

Table	1

Process	of	stripping	affixes	of	words	in	the	database		
by	the	stemmer

Original text Expected version Stemmer result

Орналасқан Орналас–қан Орналас

Деректердiң Дерек+тер+дiң Дерек

Соншалықты Сонша+лық+ты Соншалық
Сапалықты Сапа+лық+ты Сапалық

Сүңг+и+т+iн Сүңг+и+т+iн Сүңгит

Таң+ғы Таң+ғы Таң

The resulting dictionary was indexed for further use by 
the algorithm.

To extract keywords from the text corpus, a domain dictio-
nary approach was used [30]. A dictionary of essential terms 
that the algorithm will operate with was compiled from the 
dump file. For this, the topics of about 224,000 articles were 
used. This approach focuses on the formation of a dictionary, 
which should be based on terms of the subject area carefully 
selected by an expert. Some of the topics on personalities, set-
tlements and others that are not suitable as keywords were not 
included in the dictionary. Thus, the length of the dictionary 
of essential terms was 50,000 elements.

5. Neural network learning

We know that a dictionary of 1,062,058 words is redun-
dant, which significantly increases machine time for neural 
network learning.

According to the calculations, a closer dictionary size for 
efficient work was determined. After highlighting unique 
word stems, the size of the dictionary was reduced to 
135,120 elements.

For the experiment, a perceptron-type neural network 
was created. The number of perceptron receptors is equal to 
the length of the word stem dictionary, i. e. 135,120. In the 
output layer, the number of neurons is equal to the length of 
the essential term dictionary, i. e. 50,000.

Choosing the number of elements of the hidden layer, it 
was taken into account that the task of the neural network 
is to generalize the input data array. Kevin Swingler [31] 
recommends using a narrowing neural network in such con-
ditions, that is, a network with fewer neurons in the hidden 
layer than in the input one.

For example, for the limit error e=0.1, a learning se-
quence 10 times the number of weights must be used. This 
dependence is described by the formula:

.n
ω

≥
ε

      (1)

According to the formula (1), where the number of train-
ing examples (n) is equal to the product of the number of 
connections (ω) by the error reciprocal (1/ε), as a result of 
the reduction, the ratio of the number of connections (ω) to 
the number of errors (ε) is obtained.

Hence, using more connections than the learning set 
can fill harms the generalizing ability, which was re-
vealed by comparing experimentally constructed “learning 
curves” (Fig. 1, х – errors in percentage, у – number of 
experiments), corresponding to the maximum generalizing 
ability. At the same time, 65,000 neurons were found in the 
hidden network layer.

For learning, a sample was prepared, where each essential 
term corresponded to the text vector model (2, 0, 4, ..), where 
the first element corresponds to the number of occurrences of 
the first word stem from the dictionary, etc. For convenience, 
as data for neural network learning, the occurrences were 
normalized in the range from 0 to 1.

For neural network learning, it is necessary to perform a 
large number of iterations with the text corpus, which can be 
implemented using the error backpropagation algorithm. In 
this case, a learning set of text corpora with pre-known key-
words is used, as a result of errors minimization, we reveal 
the difference between the output values of the neural net-
work and the input ones of keywords. This iterative gradient 
algorithm is used to minimize the error of the multilayer 
perceptron and obtain the desired output. Learning the se-
lection of the best options, which occurs by comparing the 
vector model of the studied text with the threshold values 
of the search model is carried out. The vector model involves 
matching each document with the frequency range of words 
and, accordingly, the vector in the lexical space. In the search 
process, the frequency portrait of the query is considered as 
a vector in the same space and the most relevant documents 
are determined by the degree of proximity (distance or an-
gle between the vectors). In more advanced vector models, 
the dimension of space is reduced by discarding the most 
common or rare words, thereby increasing the significance 
percentage of keywords. Next, the relevance of each keyword 
in the text corpus is estimated by matching with the value 
vector. The probabilities of their attributing to the key ones 
are determined in accordance with the constructed model 
for approximating the indicator to the expected result.

The difference between the vector values of these pa-
rameters for key and non-key words is determined. Next, 
the probability of attributing each word to the group of 
keywords is estimated and its threshold is set, i. e., the model 
is learned.
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Fig.	1.	Learning	error	size	(%)	for	each	experiment
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6. Result of the algorithm for keyword search in the 
Kazakh language text corpus

By means of the Porter stemmer, the dictionary to search 
for keywords in the Kazakh language, which includes the 
base of Kazakh word stems and the terminological dictio-
nary for neural network learning was created. This base will 
be used to develop a system of semantic text analysis, for 
remote check of electronic text works of learners.

For example, the following text corpus is chosen.
Text 1. Нейрожелi тәжiрибелiк мәлiметтердi сақта-

уға және қолдануға табиғи бейiмдiлiгi бар параллель-
дi таратылған процессорлар жиыны. Ол екi жағдай-
да миға ұқсас:

1) Бiлiм қоры желiнi оқыту үрдiсiнде қалыптасады.
2) Синаптикалық салмақ ретiнде анықталған нейрон 

аралық бiрiгу күштерi есте сақтау үшiн қолданылады.
Салмақ – Жер бетiне жақын тұрған денеге әсер 

ететiн ауырлық күшiнiң сандық шамасы: P=mg, мұн-
дағы m - дене массасы, g - еркiн түсу үдеуi (немесе ауы-
рлық күшiнiң үдеуi). Дененiң массасы тұрақты шама, 
ал g мәнi Жер бетiндегi ендiкке және теңiз деңгейiнен 
есептелетiн биiктiкке байланысты (мысалы, Алматы 
үшiн g=9,804 м/с2) өзгеретiндiктен, оған сәйкес дененiң 
салмағы да өзгередi.

Table 2 gives the word forms (1, 2 columns) from the 
dictionary of keywords and essential terms (3, 4 columns).

In neural network learning, dictionaries with stems 
of 135,120 words and the terminological dictionary of 
50,000 words were used. The neural network consisted of 
one hidden layer.

The structure of the neural network is as follows.

Here, neurons representing the network outputs (Y) and 
hidden neurons may have a bias (1). These biases serve as 
weights on the connections emanating from the neurons, at 
the output of which there is always 1. In addition, the arrows 
in the figure show the movement of information during the 
phase of data propagation from inputs to outputs. In the 
learning process, signals propagate in reverse direction. As 
mentioned earlier, network learning includes three stages: 
feeding learning data to the network inputs, error back-
propagation, and weight correction. During the first stage, 
each input neuron (X) receives a signal and broadcasts it to 
each of the hidden neurons (Z). Each hidden neuron then 
calculates the result of its activation function (network func-

tion) and sends its signal to all output neurons. Each output 
neuron (Y), in turn, calculates the result of its activation 
function, which is nothing more than the output signal of 
this neuron for the corresponding input data. In the course 
of learning, each neuron at the network output compares the 
calculated value of Y with the teacher-provided T (target val-
ue), determining the corresponding error value for the given 
input pattern. Based on this error, Qk (k=1, 2…) is calculat-
ed. Qk is used in error propagation from Y to all network 
elements of the previous layer (hidden neurons associated 
with Yk), as well as later when the weights of the connections 
between the output and hidden neurons change. Similarly, 
Q j ( j=1, 2…) is calculated for each hidden neuron Zj. Despite 
the fact that error propagation to the input layer is not nec-
essary, Q j is used to change the weights of the connections 
between the hidden layer neurons and input neurons. After 
all Q have been determined, the weights of all connections 
are adjusted simultaneously.

Table	2

Word	forms	from	the	dictionary	of	keywords		
and	essential	terms

No.
word 
forms

No.
word 
forms

No. terms No. terms

1 Нейрожелi 8 Тұр 1 Нейрожелi 8
сандық 
шама

2 тәжiрибе 9 Жақын 2 заңдылық 9
бiрiгу 

күштерi

3 мәлiмет 10 Күшi 3 ғылым 10
әдiс-тәсiл-

дерi

4 сақта 11 Сан 4
Ауырлық 

күш
11 дәлелдеу

5 қолдан 12 байланыс 5
Синаптика-
лық салмақ 12

Тұрақты 
шама

6 бейiм 13 тұрақты 6 дене салмағы 13
Дене 

массасы

7 дене 14 заңдылық 7 Бiлiм қоры 14 Жер бетi

Thus, after obtaining the numerical data of the weights, 
the correlation coefficient was calculated, which amounted to 
0.99 %. This result showed a linear dependence of input and 
output data of the neural network, which indicates the likeli-
hood of correspondence between the number of words in the 
obtained dictionary and the number of words in the Kazakh 
language dictionaries. Hence, significant deviations in neural 
network learning are not observed, so, the desired result is 
achieved. If you compare with the number of words of the “Ex-
planatory dictionary of the Kazakh language” – 106,000, the 
dictionary is more suitable for the Kazakh language word base.

7. Discussion of the results of research on  
the development of a keyword search algorithm

After applying the Porter stemmer to search for key-
words in the Kazakh text corpus, a dictionary of word 
stems of 135,120 word forms and a reference dictionary of 
50,000 keywords (or terminological dictionary) were ob- 
tained.

For parsing the text in the Kazakh language, the Porter 
algorithm was chosen. Due to this, dictionaries for key-
word search were created. In the works on the development 
of linguistic processors for the Kazakh language, lexi-

1 1

Хi

х1

Х3

YkZj

Z1 Y3

Y1Z1

Fig.	2.	Error	backpropagation	neural	network		
with	one	hidden	layer
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cal-morphological and morphological text analyses were 
considered, where subject ontology and the dictionary of 
suffixes and affixes were used [32, 33]. Hence, the study of 
semantic analysis of Kazakh texts using a neural network 
and compiling a keyword dictionary using the Porter algo-
rithm are relevant.

This study is applicable only for text information pro-
cessing and the algorithms are not applicable for another 
format of information (images, video, audio), which is one 
of its drawbacks. Based on this study, a neurocomputer 
system is developed that will allow semantic text analysis 
and determining whether the text corresponds to a given 
topic. The neurocomputer system will include a semantic 
analyzer of the Kazakh text, which can be used in online 
courses to check the text works of learners in educational 
institutions [34].

By filling the system with dictionaries of other natural 
languages, it can be applied to other languages.

In connection with the transition of the Kazakh lan-
guage to the Latin alphabet, the adaptability of this study to 
the Latin alphabet should be studied in the future.

8. Conclusions

1. Hence, with the help of the Porter stemmer, a key-
word dictionary with a total of 135,120 word forms and 
a reference dictionary of essential terms, which includes 
50,000 words were created. The given number of word 
stems and the reference dictionary of keywords are a 
probabilistic approximation to the number of words in the 
explanatory dictionary of the Kazakh language, as a result 
their approximate error is 50–90 %. This is a good result al- 
lowing to determine the approximate number of keywords.

2. As a result of learning data preparation, we got a pair: 
a keyword and a vector of corresponding word forms. As well 
as a fixed difference in the values of word form vectors for 
key and non-key words. After that, the probability of assign-
ing each word to the group of key ones is estimated and its 
threshold is set, that is, the model is learned. Weights were 
determined taking into account the displacement of neurons 
in the inner layer of the neural network, while correlation 
analysis showed a linear dependence of input and output 
data of the neural network with a value of 0.99.
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